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Zoom: https://berkeley.zoom.us/j/7196840043

Office hours are available throughout the week. Please email me for an
appointment.

Course Information

Research Project Information [video]

Overview of Course [video]

Course Description

In general, the course is designed to provide students with rich opportunities to
develop the knowledge, skill, and tools required to engage, understand,
interpret, and assess education-related research. Of significance, this learning
will be situated in the context of:

1. The study of enduring issues related to educational inequality
2. A historical examination of these issues
3. A range of theories and methods employed in the conduct of relevant key

studies
4. The application of new understandings and tools to relevant sets of data

to examine personally relevant educational questions.
In doing so, students will gain a deeper understanding of consequential
educational issues that will help set the ground for students’ own research, as
well as the development of new sensibilities as consumers of educational
related policies and practices. The goal is to support the development of critical,
evidence-based reasoning and practice.

Goals and Objectives

The goal of this class is to introduce students to educational research and the
methods and frameworks used to examine key educational topics related to
educational inequity and educational possibility. Students also will develop
robust understandings of relevant theories and methods by engaging with
research focused on the set of core topics. In this way, students will become
‘re-searchers’ of enduring educational issues.

https://berkeley.zoom.us/j/7196840043
https://goo.gl/yFj5nJ
https://goo.gl/wdA918


More specifically, students will be asked to compare and contrast various
theories and methods and consider how a researcher’s framework influences
the research that is produced. In doing so, students will be:

● Exploring the enduring questions and tensions in educational research
● Understanding the history of persisting big ideas
● Examining the enabling and constraining dimensions of research
● Considering how enduring educational issues have been studied
● Assessing the strengths and limitations of various research theories and

methods
● Examining cultural assumptions that undergird the frames used in

educational research
● Understanding the prevailing social constructions of research participants
● Identifying the salient constructs used to study and write about enduring

educational issues

Course Structure

W153 is a fully asynchronous Course. This means that there are no scheduled
online class/discussion sessions.

Overview of Units

The course is structured as a journey through six units (each lasting between
two to three weeks). Within each unit, students will learn about research theories
and methods through engaging with research on the following topics:

● Unit 1: Key Concepts in Educational Research
● Unit 2: Segregation
● Unit 3: Tracking
● Unit 4: Intelligence, Ability, and Assessment
● Unit 5: Teaching and Learning
● Unit 6: Educational Policy

Course Activities

Within each unit, students will engage in the following sequence of learning
practices:

1. Historicizing: Students will start each new unit with an introduction to the
big ideas that frame the unit by engaging in readings, watching videos, or



listening to podcasts. Students are required to take notes (in response to
guiding questions) using a method of preference, For example, you can do
bullet points, or create a digital concept map using Sketchboard.io with
video narration (using Screentastic or Kaltura) to explain your images and
connections between them. (The digital tools mentioned here are
explained in the Learning Mediums section of this syllabus.)

2. Grounding: Students gain a deeper understanding of the predominant
research conducted on the unit’s topic through an exploration of readings,
watching videos, and/or listening to podcasts focused on research
methods. Students will complete a “PTEA” template, which is an acronym
for “Problem,” “Theories,” “Evidence,” and “Analysis.” You can review the
PTEA template in this Google Document. Also, check out these
examples (example 1 & example 2) of completed PTEA templates.

3. Making Connections: Students compare and contrast key ideas across
units by engaging in digitally facilitated activities that will vary across each
unit. For example, these activities can include discussion boards, concept
mapping with video narration, the creation of a slide deck, etc. Specific
instructions will be provided in each unit’s “Making Connections”
assignment.

4. Exploring & Expanding (E&Es): Students will complete a short
assignment that applies a research method related to each unit’s content.
These assignments are intended to introduce students to a variety of
research methods and understand their affordances and constraints in
educational research. For example, you will learn how to create a
classroom observation protocol to take “field notes” using a 30-minute
video of students and their teacher in the classroom.

5. Reflection & Analysis (RAs): Students bring their own ideas in
conversation with the unit’s key ideas by completing a reflection exercise
at the end of each unit that facilitates the synthesis of course material.
Reflections can be a narrative essay (at minimum 2-pages, double
spaced) or the creation of a video or other presentation (e.g., Google
Slides) in which students address/answer the following questions:
❏ What are the big ideas in this unit? Are these ideas new or do they

have a history upon which we can draw?
❏ What connections can you make between the key concepts in this

unit and the ideas discussed in prior units?
❏ What new insights did you gain?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dEY_e6hMAp45YjG9gakZbmSy8pIsXqR0WVzfsPdLY0o/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M_ic17wLVvzCdPb3TvxNf9lWXYo_LGlm/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OoeOCQcWuCIgqj2Rx6W0p2miBnCn4OOk/view


❏ How do methods and theory influence the research and findings
discussed in this unit?

❏ What is consequential about this unit’s topic?

Learning Mediums

Students will be learning about each course topic through engaging in digital
dialogue with key leaders in the field of education. Specifically, students will
learn from renowned scholars through the following mediums:

● Videos: Students will be watching a series of videos throughout each unit
to facilitate engagement and understanding of the course material. Course
videos can be broken down into the following categories:

○ Tier 1: Brief ‘overview’ videos to frame the big ideas for each course
topic.

○ Tier 2: Researcher experience videos that present information from
researchers who have conducted research in the course topic
areas.

○ Tier 3: Research methods videos in which researchers discuss a
specific research methodology.

● Course Readings: Students will read a variety of materials throughout
each unit. Course readings are all available on the course website.
Readings will draw from the following areas:

○ Popular media: Newspaper articles, magazine articles, and social
media posts

○ Policy Reports: Reports written by research groups, think-tanks,
and policy organizations

○ Academic Journal Articles: Published research articles from
peer-reviewed journals

● Digital Tools: W153 will make use of various digital tools to promote
active, online learning. For example, you will be asked to use tools such
as:

○ Kaltura (integrated into the Canvas course site; a screen recorder to
record videos of yourself/your screens to present a Google Slide or
concept map)

○ Hypothesis (a web and social annotation tool. Review this article,
which highlights the importance of Pursuing a Commitment to
Public Scholarship through the Practice of Annotation)

https://web.hypothes.is/
https://www.colorado.edu/journal/assembly/2018/12/12/pursuing-commitment-public-scholarship-through-practice-annotation
https://www.colorado.edu/journal/assembly/2018/12/12/pursuing-commitment-public-scholarship-through-practice-annotation


○ Sketchboard.io a visual and concept mapping tool (but you can feel
free to use others of preference to you such as Lucidchart, etc.)

Final Course Assignment

Students will complete a Course Reflection, Research Proposal & Analysis Essay
the purpose of which is to provide students with the opportunity to (1) reflect on
all of the texts and ideas presented in each unit, and (2) propose a research
project that addresses an educational problem of interest, research question(s),
and the data collection and analysis methods you would use to answer your
research question(s).

Course Expectations

1. Engage and be playful with ideas, examine assumptions, use evidence,
and be open to new ideas and perspectives.

2. Read all assigned readings and complete written assignments per the
course calendar schedule.

3. All written assignments must be typed in 12-point font, with one-inch
margins, double-spaced. Writing quality (including mechanics,
organization, and content) is figured into the overall points for each writing
assignment, so please proofread carefully.

4. Incompletes will only be an option for students who are experiencing
extraordinary events at the end of the course, have consistently
completed and turned in all required work except the final project or one
assignment. If the above criteria are met, requests for incompletes will
then be considered in light of university policy as described in the student
handbook.

5. Please reach out to me as early as possible with questions and concerns
about assignments, expectations, or digital activities.

6. Please refer to the course website for information and resources important
to your successful completion of this course.

Grading

Final course grades will be based on the quality of your participation, your
contribution, thoughtfulness of your work, and the clarity of your writing and

https://sketchboard.io/


arguments. There will be points assigned with a corresponding rubric for each of
the course assignments:

1. Historicizing Notes (15% of Grade)
2. Making Connections Activities (15% of Grade)
3. Grounding (20% of Grade)
4. Exploring & Expanding Assignments (20% of Grade)
5. Final Assignment (30% of Grade)

Final course grades will be based on the quality of your contribution and
thoughtfulness of your work, and the clarity of your writing and arguments.

Late Policy: Late assignments will incur a two-point deduction for every day that
they are late.

Incompletes:  INC will only be an option for students who are experiencing
extraordinary events at the end of the course, have consistently attended and
participated in class and have completed and turned in all required work except
the final project or one assignment. If the above criteria are met, requests for
Incompletes will then be considered in light of university policy as described in
the student handbook.

Accommodations
If you need disability-related accommodations in this class and have a letter of
accommodation (LOA) from the Disabled Students Program (DSP), emergency
medical information you wish to share with me, or need special arrangements,
please inform me right away. In addition, please let me know when I can provide
assistance and/or other types of helpful accommodations that will allow you to
be successful in this course.

The Disabled Students' Program (DSP) is the campus office responsible for
authorizing disability-related academic accommodations, in cooperation with the
students themselves, and their instructors. Students who need academic
accommodations, or have questions about their eligibility, should contact DSP,
located at 260 César Chávez Student Center. Students may call 642-0518
(voice), 642-6376 (TTY), or e-mail dsp@berkelely.edu (link sends e-mail).




